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Overview
Exascale computers will enable the unraveling of significant
scientific mysteries. Predictions are that 2019 will be the year of
exascale, with millions of compute nodes and billions of threads
of execution. The current architecture of high-end computing
systems is decades-old and has persisted as we scaled from
gigascales to petascales. In this architecture, storage is completely
segregated from the compute resources and are connected via a
network interconnect. This approach will not scale several orders
of magnitude in terms of concurrency and throughput, and will
thus prevent the move from petascale to exascale. At exascale,
basic functionality at high concurrency levels will suffer poor
performance, and combined with system mean-time-to-failure in
hours, will lead to a performance collapse for large-scale heroic
applications. Storage has the potential to be the Achilles heel of
exascale systems. We propose that future high-end computing
systems be designed with non-volatile memory on every compute
node, allowing every compute node to actively participate in the
metadata and data management and leveraging many-core
processors high bisection bandwidth in torus networks. More
specifically, this work aims to architect and develop a zero-hop
distributed hash table (ZHT), which has been tuned for the
requirements of high-end computing systems. ZHT aims to be a
building block for future distributed file systems (e.g. FusionFS)
to implement distributed metadata management. This work will be
evaluated on real workloads on real pre-exascale systems (Cray,
IBM, and Sun supercomputers from ANL, NCSA, and ORNL, as
well as XSEDE), as well as through simulations at exascales. This
work has also been a catalyst in several other storage related
projects exploring building blocks for scalable storage systems,
such as Hybrid SSD+HHD file systems (HyCache), Persistent
Key/Value Stores (NoVoHT), Provenance Enabled Distributed
File Systems (PAFS), Increasing Storage Efficiency through
Information Dispersal Algorithms (IDA), and understanding
reliability through checkpointing (SimHEC). This work will also
open doors for further research in programming paradigm shifts
(e.g. Many-Task Computing) needed as we approach exascales,
but ones that require a significantly more scalable storage
infrastructure if it is to be successful at exascales. Work is already
underway to better understand the possibility of scaling ManyTask Computing to exascale levels through novel work stealing
algorithms (SimMatrix and MATRIX). This revolutionary new
distributed storage architecture will make exascale computing
more tractable, touching virtually all disciplines in high-end
computing and fueling scientific discovery for many years. This
work has produced several publications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
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